Alun Cochrane
Stand-Up Comedian

CSA Celebrity Speakers Ltd
Alan is a master at observational comedy, telling tales about eating, sleeping, daydreaming, driving, being a son, father, brother, husband,
friend and general liver of life. Alun is an Edinburgh regular, earning himself four and five star reviews to go alongside the Writer's Guild
Award For Comedy.
A master storyteller, holding the audience before dropping an exploding but simple punchline "Metro"

In detail

Languages

He has appeared on a range of popular TV shows including

He presents in English.

Michael McIntyre's Comedy Roadshow, Mock The Week, Dave's
One Night Stand, Never Mind The Buzzcocks, Have I Got News

Want to know more?

For You and 8 Out Of 10 Cats. He recently starred in the sitcom

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

Trying Again with Chris Addison on Sky Living. Alun wrote and

could bring to your event.

starred in Radio 4 series Alun Cochrane's Fun House, offering
listeners a room-by-room stand up tour of his home. Alun is

How to book him?

co-host of The Frank Skinner Show on Absolute Radio, for which

Simply phone or e-mail us.

he has received a 2012 Arqiva Award nomination for Best
Newcomer. Other radio credits include The Now Show, Just A
Minute, Dilemma, Loose Ends and Lee Mack And Friends.

What he offers you
Alun Cochrane is a no-nonsense comedian who specialises in
funny nonsense. Much of his comedy begins simply as something
he's seen, heard or felt in his own life, or in the street, or the
kitchen, or anywhere and from that it blossoms into a highly
amusing anecdote or a strange flight of fancy.

How he presents
Alun's audiences appreciate the ability to tailor his act to a specific
group whilst still being extremely amusing and original.
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